System characteristics of a two-unit repairable system are studied from a Bayesian viewpoint with different types of priors assumed for unknown parameters, in which the service station is unreliable. Times to failure and times to repair of the operating units are assumed to follow exponential distributions. In addition, failure times and repair times of the service station also follow exponential distributions. When times to failure and times to repair of operating units, failure times and repair times of the service station are with uncertain parameters, a Bayesian approach is adopted to evaluate system characteristics. Monte Carlo simulation is used to derive the posterior distribution for the mean time to system failure and the steady-state availability. Some numerical experiments are performed to illustrate the results derived in this paper.
Introduction
The mean time to failure (or MTTF) and steady-state availability (or A(∞)) have widely been analyzed in the literature because of their prevalence in power plants, manufacturing systems, and industrial systems. Maintaining a high or required level of reliability and/or availability is often an essential requisite. Two redundant repairable systems have been studied extensively in the past (Birolini [1] , Yearout et al. [2] , and detailed bibliography is found in Sztrik [3] ). A number of authors have investigated two-unit redundant systems under different assumptions (see Goel and Shrivastava [4] , Shi and Li [5] , de Almeida and Campello de Souza [6] , Gururajan and Srinivasan [7] , Shi and Liu [8] , Rajamanickam and Chandrasekar [9] , Billinton and Pan [10] , Sridharan and Mohanavadivu [11] , Yadavalli et al. [12] , and Seo et al. [13] ). However, in many of these models the service station is reliable and available at all times. In contrast, an unreliable service station means that the service station is typically subject to unpredictable breakdowns. Gururajan and Srinivasan [7] examined a two-unit system with an unreliable service station where the lifetime of the functioning unit has a general distribution, while the standby unit has a phase-type distribution. Statistical characteristics, such as reliability function and availability function, are also provided by Gururajan and Srinivasan [7] .
In the literature cited above, times to failure and times to repair of units are required to follow certain probability distribution with known parameters. However, in many real-world applications, distribution parameters are usually either unknown or uncertain. In this case, it is necessary to select an appropriate estimation method to accurately calculate the parameters of failure time distribution and repair time distribution. A great deal of study has so far focused on constructing an effective confidence interval for availability of a repairable system under the assumption of various failure time distributions and repair time distributions with unknown parameters. Several confidence intervals for availability were proposed by Jie [14] , Masters et al. [15] , Yadavalli et al. [12] and others. Recently, Chandrasekhar et al. [16] derived a consistent asymptotically normal estimator and an asymptotic confidence interval for steady-state availability of a two-unit cold standby system in which the failure rate of the unit while online is a constant and the repair time distribution is twostage Erlangian. In addition, some authors consider a Bayesian approach that incorporates prior knowledge for system parameters, based on past experience with similar reliability data and this prior knowledge can be mathematically translated into suitable prior density. Yadavalli et al. [17] used a Bayesian approach to study a two-unit system with common-cause shock failures by considering different prior distributions on the parameters of exponential failure and repair patterns. Their Bayesian studies focused on the steady-state availability of two different configurations (series and parallel). This paper extends their statistical inference for system availability to encompass other useful system characteristics that more accurately reflects real systems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a detailed model description and introduces reliability and availability characteristics of the repairable system. The Bayesian approach with different prior distributions to the system parameters is developed in Section 3. In Section 4, some numerical examples are performed to illustrate posterior analysis using Monte Carlo simulation methods and asymptotic normal results. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Model description, reliability, and availability
We consider a repairable system with two operating units and an unreliable service station. Each operating unit fails independently of the other. Time to failure of the operating units is assumed to follow an exponential distribution with rate parameter λ. Whenever a unit fails, it immediately enters the service station, where it is served (repaired) in order of breakdown. Time to repair of a failed unit is exponentially distributed with rate parameter µ. The service station may break down at any time with breakdown rate α. Whenever the service station breaks down, it is immediately repaired with repair rate β. Breakdown times and repair times of the service station are assumed to be exponentially distributed. It is assumed that the service station can serve only one failed unit at a time and service (repair) is independent of unit failures. If the service station fails, then failed units must wait until the service station is repaired. If repair of a failed unit is interrupted by a breakdown, repair resumes as soon as the service station is available or the repair completion terminates.
In order to develop the differential equations to govern the repairable system, we first introduce some notations: The set {(Λ(t), N(t)); t ≥ 0} is a continuous-time Markovian process on the state space Ω = {( , n); = 0, 1, n = 0, 1, 2}.
We define
which is the probability that exactly n units are failed at time t, when the service station is in the state .
The reliability function and mean time to system failure
In this subsection, we want to investigate the mean time to system failure. The state transition diagram depicted in Fig. 1 . Using birth and death process, and relating the state of the system at time t and t+dt, we have the following set of differential equations:
LetP i,j (s) be the Laplace transform of P i,j (t), i = 0, 1, j = 0, 1, 2. Taking the Laplace transforms on both sides of (1)-(6) and using the initial conditions, P 0,0 (0
The following equations come out recursively from (4), (1) , (3), (2) and (6), respectivelỹ
and
Let Z be the random variable denoting time to failure of the system; then the probability that the system fails at or before
Thus, the reliability function can be expressed as
Differentiating (14) with respect to t, we can obtain the probability density function of the failure time as follows
Taking the Laplace transform of (15) and using the initial conditions, we havẽ
Using (9) and (11), we get
whereP 1,0 is given in (12) and (13) . The mean time to system failure (MTTF) is that the mean of the failure time t, and we
Thus, the MTTF can be written as 
Steady-state availability
Availability is an interesting measure to the repairable system. The state transition diagram is depicted in Fig. 2 . By the same argument of Section 2.1, it finally yields dP 0,0 (t)
In steady-state, we define
(25)
In steady-state, P 0,n (t) and P 1,n (t) are independent of t, hence we have
Combining (25) and (26) with (22), (19) , (23), (20) and (21), respectively, we recurively obtain P 1,0 , P 0,1 , P 1,1 , P 0,2 , and P 1,2 in terms of P 0,0 , after some arduous algebraic rearrangements,
By the normalizing condition, we have
Thus, the availability is given by
where
Bayesian approach of MTTF and steady-state availability
In this section, we propose a Bayesian approach for the case that the parameters λ, µ, α, and β, of the repairable system are unknown and have to be estimated from appropriate prior distributions. First, we establish the likelihood function of λ, µ, α, and β with no prior information.
Likelihood function
The time to failure and repair of operating units, and the breakdown time and repair time of the service station are independently distributed random variables. LetŨ 1 = (U 11 , U 12 , . . . , U 1,n 1 ) andŨ 2 = (U 21 , U 22 , . . . , U 2,n 2 ) be the random samples of sizes n 1 , n 2 respectively for failure times and repair times of operating units. LetŨ 3 = (U 31 , U 32 , . . . , U 3,n 3 ) and U 4 = (U 41 , U 42 , . . . , U 4,n 4 ) be the random samples of sizes n 3 , n 4 respectively for breakdown times and repair times of the service station. All samples are drawn from exponential populations. The likelihood function of λ, µ, α and β can be obtained using the following formulae:
Two-parameter gamma prior
In Bayesian statistics, a prior distribution is multiplied by a likelihood function and then produces a posterior distribution. A conjugate prior is one which produces a posterior distribution which is of the same type as the prior. Conjugate priors are often very flexible and convenient. Prior distribution with two parameters ν and γ is the conjugate prior for the exponential model. If we have real data from previous testing done on this system, this is the prior knowledge. Simply set the parameters ν and 1/γ equal to the total number of failures and the total time, respectively, from all the previous data. Therefore, the gamma distribution is an appropriate prior distribution.
An appropriate conjugate prior distribution for λ is a gamma distribution G(ν 1 , γ 1 ), which is given by
where ν 1 > 0, γ 1 > 0 are special parameters, E(λ) = ν 1 /γ 1 and Var(λ) = ν 1 /γ 2 1 . According to Bayesian theory and using (28) and (29), the posterior distribution of λ given T 1 is given by
which is the density of a gamma distribution with parameters n 1 + ν 1 and
A natural estimator for λ is the mean of the posterior distribution, which we denoted byλ B = (n 1 +ν 1 )/(T 1 +γ 1 ). The prior distribution has a mean ν 1 /γ 1 , which would be the estimate of λ before observing the data. Ignoring the prior information, we would probably use n 1 /T 1 as the estimate of λ. The posterior estimate of λ combines all of this information. We can representλ B as a linear combination of the prior mean and n 1 /T 1 with weights γ 1 /(T 1 + γ 1 ) and
Thus, we observe that the weight of the prior mean will decrease as n 1 increases, that is, the effect of hyperparameters of the prior distribution for the posterior mean will get smaller if n 1 is large.
, are assumed as prior distribution for µ, α, and β, respectively. We assume that prior distributions of all system parameters are independent. Thus, the joint distribution of λ, µ, α, and β is taken to be the product of prior distributions of each parameter. Proceeding above derivations listed, we obtain the joint posterior distribution given by
(31)
Standard gamma prior
If we use standard gamma density G(ν i , 1)(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) as the prior distribution of λ, µ, α, and β, respectively, then the joint posterior distribution in (31) becomes
(32)
Jeffreys' prior
If the noninformative prior distribution of λ, µ, α and β is specified as follows
Beta distribution of second kind prior
Another appropriate prior distribution for λ is a beta distribution of the second kind (beta-prime or inverted-beta-2; denoted by BP(m 1 , r 1 )) which is given by
Suitable values of the hyperparameters m 1 , r 1 are
, where ω 1 and σ 2 1 are the prior mean and prior variance, respectively. According to Bayesian theory and using (28) with the beta distribution of the second kind prior, the posterior distribution of λ is obtained as follows
which is a generalized gamma distribution as defined by Agarwal and Kalla [18] , and where U(a, b, z) is the confluent hypergeometric function given by
Similarly, BP(m i , r i ), i = 2, 3, 4, are assumed as prior distribution for µ, α and β, respectively. Prior distributions of all system parameters are independent. Thus, the joint distribution of λ, µ, α and β is taken to be the product of the prior distributions of each parameter. Proceeding analogously, we obtain the joint posterior distribution which is given by
From each of the joint posterior distributions (31)-(34), λ, µ, α and β can be generated by means of the Monte Carlo simulation method. The MTTF and A(∞) are obtained by substituting (λ, µ, α, β) into (18) 
Simulation study and comparisons
In this section we use simulation results to discuss the posterior performances of MTTF and A(∞) for the repairable system with an unreliable service station. We set n 1 = n 2 = n 3 = n 4 = n. We run 10 000 simulations for each prior distribution considered in Section 3. For each simulation run, we first generate values from the assumed prior distributions. These simulated values are then used as parameter values for the time between failures, the repair time, and the breakdown time distributions. A sample of size n is then generated from each of the four time variables. The PM and HPD intervals are then computed. The tables list the the mean of these 10 000 HPD PM, its estimated standard deviation s/ √ 10 000 and the proportion of the 10 000 HPD that covered the simulated parameter value. The samples were generated using appropriate subroutines of S-PLUS 6.1. Tables 1 and 2 give the PM and the HPD intervals of MTTF and A(∞), respectively, for the various values of the parameters λ, µ, α and β when the Jeffreys' prior is assumed and n = 30. From these two tables, it is clear that a large λ or α or a small µ or β induces a smaller PM and the failure rate λ has a better effect on the mean time to failure or the steady-state availability. Compared with the true values, the 95% HPD intervals cover the true values. Tables 3 and 4 give the PM and the HPD intervals of MTTF and A(∞), respectively, for various sample sizes and λ = 0.1, µ = 2, α = 0.05, β = 8 when the two-parameter gamma prior with various hyperparameters is assumed. From these two tables, it is evident that the larger the sample size, the narrower the HPD intervals and the PMs are closer to the true values 114.23 and 0.99541 of MTTF and Table 3 Posterior mean (PM) of MTTF for λ = 0.1; µ = 2; α = 0.05; β = 8 n Two-parameter gamma prior 
Table 4
Posterior mean (PM) of A(∞) for λ = 0.1; µ = 2; α = 0.05; β = 8 n Two-parameter gamma prior Table 7 Posterior mean (PM) of MTTF for λ = 0.1; µ = 2; α = 0.05; β = 8 A(∞), respectively, as the sample size increases. We found that the PM are more stable and accurate when the sample size is large. We also found that the PM are close to the true values even though the sample size is small when we use the twoparameter gamma distribution with the hyperparameters (ν 1 , γ 1 ) = (14.3, 143), (ν 2 , γ 2 ) = (20, 10), (ν 3 , γ 3 ) = (0.5, 10), and (ν 4 , γ 4 ) = (80, 10) as prior.
In Table 5 , we give the PM and the HPD intervals of MTTF for various sample sizes when the Jeffreys' prior is assumed. From this table, it is evident the HPD intervals of MTTF are much narrower as the sample size increases. Similar results for A(∞) are found in Table 6 . In Tables 7 and 8 , we use the beta distribution of the second kind prior with various values of the hyperparameters and sample sizes to get Bayesian estimates for MTTF and A(∞), respectively, when λ = 0.1, µ = 2, α = 0.05, β = 8. The results of these two tables are similar to the results of Tables 5 and 6. In Tables 3-8 , we found that when the sample size is large, the PM is close to the true value when Jeffrey' prior is assumed or no matter what values the hyperparameters took when we use the the two-parameter gamma distribution and the beta distribution of the second kind as prior. Next, we compare the performances of the PM and the HPD intervals with the asymptotic estimate and the asymptotic confidence intervals (ACI) when the standard gamma prior is applied. Note that standard gamma priors are special cases of the two-parameter gamma prior with γ 1 = γ 2 = γ 3 = γ 4 = 1. The asymptotic estimateMTTF is defined aŝ
In addition, the ACI are given bŷ
Since MTTF is constrained to be positive, we take the log transformation (see Meeker and Escobar [19] ) and use the delta method to find the appropriate asymptotic estimator and the reliable ACI. Table 9 lists the PM, the HPD intervals, and the ACI of MTTF for various sample sizes when the standard gamma prior with .23, the results shows that when the sample size is large, the PM and the asymptotic estimateMTTF are closer to the true value. When the sample size is small the HPD intervals are wider than the ACI. As expected the spreads of posterior distributions and asymptotic distributions will get smaller with increasing sample size. Similar inferences for A(∞) are obtained in Table 10 . In order to compare the reliability of the intervals for MTTF and A(∞) obtained by the two different methods mentioned in Tables 9 and 10 , the coverage probabilities for HPD intervals and ACI are given in Table 11 . Results from 10 000 replications were used in construction of the table. The coverage probability can be estimated by the proportion of the number of times the true value is contained, to the number of simulations. From this table, we observe that the coverage probability of the ACI covering the true value is smaller than 0.95 when the sample size is smaller than 50. The corresponding HPD intervals are much better, because the percentage is closer to 0.95 for the 12 situations. It is noted that the coverage probability by the asymptotic method will be closer to 0.95 as the sample size increases. This explains the phenomenon in which the ACIs for MTTF and A(∞) are smaller than the HPD intervals. This also indicates that the asymptotic test based on the likelihood ratio criterion will be biased toward rejecting the null hypothesis.
Lastly, we give some figures of posterior distributions to illustrate the performances of MTTF and A(∞). The histogram is plotted from the 10 000 PM and the curve for MTTF is sketched by the lognormal density function with location parameter logMTTF and scale parameter σ(Θ 2 )/(n ·MTTF 2 ). Likewise, the curve for A(∞) is sketched by the logistic density function. As one would expect, this indicates that the Bayesian results developed in this paper are reasonably useful and Bayesian methods provide superior ways of constructing more reliable HPD intervals especially when the sample size is small. The Bayesian approach and the asymptotic method yield similar results when the sample size is large. 
Conclusions
The Bayesian approach presented in this paper, using different and appropriate prior distributions, provides an alternative way of dealing with a repairable system with an unreliable service station. The proposed method gives reliable interval estimations for MTTF and A(∞) even when the sample size is small. According to the results of the simulation study, we found that λ has a large effect on the PM and β has a slight effect on the PM for MTTF and A(∞), respectively. Under the gamma prior and the beta distribution of the second kind prior with various hyperparemeters, we found that estimates of the PM for MTTF and A(∞) are close to the true value even though the sample size is small. Tables 5 and 6 clearly show the width of 95% HPD and PM varies under the different sample sizes when Jeffreys' prior is assumed. In Tables 9-11 , comparing the PM and the HPD intervals of the standard gamma prior with asymptotic estimates and the ACI. It implies that the spreads of posterior distributions and asymptotic distributions will decrease with increasing sample size. In the behavior of the figures, this also indicates that no matter what prior is chosen, the spreads of posterior distributions for MTTF and A(∞) will get smaller as the sample size gets larger. Furthermore, the computations involved are relatively easy. It is therefore fair to say that the Bayesian approach is quite useful and easy to implement in analyzing a repairable system with an unreliable service station when the prior is properly chosen.
